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Abstract. In ihis paper a framework for connecting system identification and robust
control design via a factorization approach is being introduced. Wiihin the scope
of ihis framework, models are represented in an estimated set of models that is used
subsequently to design a robust performing controller. The set of models is structured
by means of a nominal coprime factorization along wiih an allowable perturbation
written in terms of a Youla-Kucera parametrization. This set cf models is shown to
be particularly suitable for both identification and control design purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An approach to obtain a well performing and robust
feedback controller for a plant with unknown dynamics
is ihe application of a system identificaiion technique
and a subsequent model-based control design. In the
Iiterature many approaches have been listed where an
iterative minimization of an identification criterion and
a control design criterion are used to arrive at a feed-
back controiler of restricted complexity (Gevers, 1993;
Van den Hof and Schrama, 1995). The iterative opii-
mization is empioyed in order to converge to an optimal
performing controller that can be applied successfully to
the unknown plant, see e.g. (Lee et ol., 1993; Schrama
and Bosgra, 1993; Zang et a1.,7995).
Inevitably, a model found by system identification tech-
niques will be an inaccurate or approximate representa-
tion of ihe plant to be controlled. This is due to the fact
that ihe data used for identification purposes only repre-
sents a finite time, possibly disturbed, observation of the
plant causing the knowledge of the plant to be incom-
plete. Additionaily, approximate modelling of the plani
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may be required in order to arrive at low complexity
model based controllers. As pointed out in lljalmarsson
ei oi. (1995), convergence and especially opiimality of
a controller that emerges from an iterative scheme be-
comes questionable in case of inaccurate modeliing. F\:r-
thermore, in many of the available iterative approaches
robustness of the controller with respect to the incom-
plete knowiedge of the plant is lacking, as most of the
attention is focused on nominaL performance specifica-
tions.
Both the bias and variance aspects piay an important
role in modelling via system identifi.cation. In these pa-
per, both aspects are considered by employing a set of
models to represent the incomplete knowledge of the
piant. FYom an identification point of view, such a set
of models may consist of all models that are either val-
idated (Ljung, 1987) or cannot be invalidated by the
available data (Smith et al., 1997). A robust control
paradigm can deal with such a set of models, provided
that it has been formulated properly. A proper formu-
lation of such a set of models is by means of a nomi-
nal model, along wiih an allowable model periurbaiion
(Boyd and Barrat, 1991). Currently, system identifica-
tion methods are available to estimate such a set of mod-



els (Miikilii et a1.,7995; Ninness and Goodwin, 1995).

The availability of a set of models provides the oppor-
tuniiy to monitor the performance robustness of a con-
troller that is applied to the unknown plant. In this
way, either the performance can be assessed a poste-
riorz (when a controller is implemented) or guaranteed
a priori. (before implementing a controller). These prop-
erties will be illuminated in this paper by the character-
ization of a set of modeis ihat is particular useful for
both identification and robust control design purposes.
In this way it is possible to design enhanced controllers,
for which the performance robustness can be monitored
and improved subsequently. This paper is an abbrevi-
ated version of de Callafon and Van den Hof (1997).

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The notation P wili be used to denote any linear time
invariant system. The artual plant is denoted by P, and
the modei denoted by P. tr\rrthermore, let P be used to
denote a set of models and C to represent a feedback
controller. The subscript i is applied to P, P or C in
order to indicate that the variables depend on the ith
step in a subsequent step of system identification and
control design. As such, C; is used to denoted a con-
troller (currently) implemented on the unknown plant
Po, whereas C;11 is used to indicate a new, to be de-
signed, controller. A control objective function is de-

noted by J(P,C) and the notion of performance cost

wiii be characterized by ihe value of a norm llJ(P, C)ll: a
smaller value of llJ(P, C)ll indicates better performance
(Van den Hof and Schrama, 1995).
Throughout the paper, the control objective function
is restricted to a function J(P,C) € IRTI*. In order to
optimize the ?l--norm based performance IIJ(P,, C)ll-
for the plant Po, a sub-optimal 7{*-controlier design can

be used (Doyle el a/., 1989; Boyd and Barrat, 1991). In
such a design, a controller is found by subsequently iow-
ering an upper bound 7 on ll-f(P", C)ll-. In terms of the
indexed controllers Ci ar.d C;11 this can be formulated
by a subsequent design of controllers that satisfy

llJ(P",Ci+r)ll- 1^ti+r < llJ(P",Cr)ll* S "t; (r)

The unavoidable incomplete knowledge of the plant P,
can be represented by a set of models 2, as indicated in
section 1. In order to guarantee Po eP, additional prior
information on the plant P, must be introduced. This is
due to the fact that P" € P cannot be validated solely on
ihe basis of finite time, possibly disturbed, observations
coming from the plant P" (Mekile et al., 1995; Ninness
and Goodwin, 1995)
Using a set ? that satisfies P" e P opens the possibil-
ity to formulate an upper bound 1i for llJ(P",C;)ll-
o posteriori. (when a controller is implemented). Addi-
tionaIly, the set P car. be exploited to design a new

controller C;a1 that is guaranteed to improve the upper

bound a pri.ori (before implementing a controller). The
idea of using a set of models to design such a robust per-
forming, sub-optimal controller can been characterized
by the following problem formulation.

Problem 2.L Let a plant Po ond a controller C; form a
stable feedback connection. To eualuate llJ(P,,Ci)ll- <
''l;, consider the following step.
(a) Use ecperimental data and prior informati,on on

both the data ond the plant Po to estimote a set
of models P; such that P" f P; and determine

,t : 
,t;rB, 

llJ(P, Cr)ll- (2)

Subsequently, consider the following steps.
(b) Design a controller C41 such that

llJ(P, Ct+r)ll* ( 7;+:. I r VP e P; (3)

(c) Use (new) ecperimental data and prior information
on both the data and Lhe plant Po to estimate a set
of models P;+t such that Po € P;+t and,

llJ(P,C;+r)ll- ( 7;+r YP e P;+r (4)

In problem 2.1, step (b) reflecis the design of a robust
controller according to (1). Both step (a) and (c) con-
tain the estimation of a set of models 2. The quality of
the models P wiihin the sets is evaluated by the per-
formance specification llJ(P, C)ll-, where step (a) and
(c) difler only in the feedback controller C being used.
Obviously, to provide a feasible procedure for handling
problem 2.1, the foliowing items have to be addressed.

o The control objective function J(P,C) that is used
throughout problem 2.1.

o The way in which a set of models P is being struc-
tured so as to be able to design a robust controller
and to evaluate the performance.

o Identification procedure to estimate and validate a
set of models 2 in step (a) and (c) of problem 2.1.

o The design of a robust controller in step (b) of
problem 2.1.

The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the dis-
cussion of the items mentioned above.

3. PERFORIvIANCE AND SET OF MODELS

3.L Control objectiue

A feedback connection of a system P and a feedback
controller C is denoted by T(P,C) and defined as the
connection structure depicted in figure 1. Accordingly,
ihe feedback connection of the plant P" and the con-
troller C; (currently being implemented) is denoted by
T(P.,C;).It is assumed that a connection T(P,C) is
well posed, ihat is det(f + CP) * 0 (Boyd and Bar-
rat, 1991) and the mapping ftom the signals col(r2,r1)



Fig. 1. Feedback connection structure T(P,C).

onto col(E, u) is given by the transfer function matrix
7(P, C) with

As a result, the signals in the connectiort T(P,,C;) carr
be described by

where the signals u and y reflect respectively the inputs
and outputs of ihe feedback controlled plant P,. For
identification purposes) it is presumed that the noise o

is uncorreiated with the external reference signals 11, 12

and that it can be modelled as the output of a monic sta-
ble and stably invertible noise filter //6 having a white
noise input e (Ljung, 1987).
An internally stable closed loop system T (P , C) is equiv-
alent to T(P,C) € IRll- (Schrama and Bosgra, 1993).
The control objective function J(P,C) € lR?l- is taken
to be a weighted form of T(P,C) and defined as follows

llJ(P, C)ll- = lluzT(P,C)Urll* Q)

where [/2 and L! are (square) weighting functions. AI-
though it is impossible to transform any desirable con-
troi design objective into a norm function llJ(P, C)ll-,
the performance characterization (7) is fairly general
and has wide applicability. At first instance, the weight-
ing functions [! and U2 ate assumed to be given and
fixed in order to be able to compare the control objec-
tives J(P,C;) and J(P,Ci+1) in the subsequent steps

of problem 2.1.

3.2 Structure of the set ol models

A set of models to represent the incomplete knowledge
of the plant P, is usually structured by means of a nom-
ina.l model P, along with an allowable model perturba-
tion. However, knowledge of the controller C; (currently
implemented on the plant P,) can also be used in the
construction of the set of models in this paper. For that
purpose, the allowable model perturbation is formulated
in terms of a (dual) Youla-Kucera parametrization, see

e.g. (Lee el a/., 1993). Such a set of models has some

favourable properties that are illuminated below.
To characterize the set of models, the (possibly unsta-
ble) transfer function of P and C; ate expressed as a

ratio of two stable transfer functions that constitute a
right coprime factorization (rcl) (Vidyasagar, 1985). In
this way, a unified approach to handle both stable and
unstable models and controllers can be obtained. Using
a rcf (N",i,D.,;) of. C; and a nominal model P; with a
rcf (fi;,D;; tt.t satisfies T(Pr,Ci) € lRlf-, the set P1
is defined by

P; : {P I P : (Iri + D.,i\)(b: - N",;A;)-1

wiih Ai e IR?l- and.llV;L;W.ll- . r;'l 
(8)

where 7; denotes the upper bound given in (2). A; re-
flects an allowable model perturbation such that P" €
P; whereas t r, fu. denote stable and stably invertible
weighting functions used to norma.lize the upper bound
on t,L4fu, to ?,-1. A similar definition can also be
given for the set P 4y in step (c) of problem 2.1, using a

nominal model -Fi11 and the (newiy designed) controller
C;+t.
Due to the close connection with the dual Youla-Kucera
parametrization, the uncertainty set P; in (8) contains
only models that are siabilized by the controller C; (be-
ing implemented on the plant P") regardless of the value
7;. This advantage, observed also by Sefton eC o/. (1990),
is not shared by alternative uncertainty characteriza-
tions such as an open loop additive uncertainty descrip-
tion. An addiiional advantage of the set of models given
in (8) is the fact that an afrne expression in the ailow-
able model perturbation is obtained in order to evaluate
the performance specifi.cation U2T(P,C)Ut for all mod-
els P € Pi. This property will be illuminated in the
following section.

4. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

4.1 Computations uia LFT's

The fairly general framework of Linear tr\actional Tlans-
formations (LFT's) opens the possibility to rewrite the
set of models of (8) into a form to which standard re-
sults for performance evaluation can be applied. For that
purpose, an upper LFT

f.(Q, L) :: Qr, + Q*L{I - QrrL)-'Q*
can be adopted to rewrite P; of (8) as below. Obviously,
the LFT representation of the set 2;a1 mentioned in
problem 2.1 can be obtained in a similar way.

Corollary 4,L The set ol models P; gi,aen in (8) can
be uritten os

P;: {P I P: F.(Qi,L)
with L € IR?l- ond llAll- < 7i 

t)

uhere Q;: [';'ol''''''l], l'a';lfl (e)
L (D.,r * P;N",;)V; I Pi I

r(P,c),= l;]tr* cel-t lc r), (5)

[l] : r(p",ci) [;i]. [-i,] e+p"c;)-tu (6)
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With the LFT representation of the set of models P;
in corollary 4.1, the performance of a controller C2 ap-
plied to any model P e P; again can be written in terms
of an LFT.

Lemma 4,2 Consider the set P; defined in (8) and a
controller C such that the map J(P,C):UzT(P,C)Ur
is well-posed for all P eP;. Then

P; : {P I J(P,C) : f.(Mi, L)
with L, € IR?l-, llAll- < rn-')

where the entries of M; are giuen by

Theorem 4.3 Consider the setP; defined in (8) and a

controller C such that T (F ;, C) is wetl-posed., internally
stable and satisfies U2T(Fi,C)Ur, e R17*. Then, for
all P e P;, the feedback system T(P,C) is well-posed,
internally stable and satisfies llU2T(P,C)Urll- < l; il
and, onlg iJ

pa^(Mr) < r (12)

where the entries of M; are giuen in (10)

Proof: Lemma 4.2 connects the upper LFT f-(Mi, L)
with U2T(P,C)U, for all P € P;. The main loop theo-
rem as presented in Zhou el o/. (1996) yields the neces-
sary and sufrcient condition for llF-(M;,A)ll- < 7; io
hoid for all P €Pi. tr

Referring to problem 2.J., substituting C : Cl in (10)
can be used for the performance assessment in step (a).
On the other hand, substitution of. C : C;..1 in (10) can
be used to check and guarantee performance robustness
of C;a1in step (b). Similar results can be derived also for
the set of models P;.y1 as used in step (c) of problem 2.1.
Finally, it can be observed from (10) that substitution of
C : C; yieids M11 :0. This implies that the controller
C; applied to the (ideniified) set of models P; satisfies
stability robustness (Zhot et al., 1996), regardless of the
value of 7;. This was one of ihe motivations aiready
mentioned in section 3.2 to use the uncertainty set (8).
Moreover, for C : C ; the upper LFT f .(M, A) modifies
into

Mzz * M21A,Mn (13)

which is an affine expression in A. As a result, finding
the smallest possible aliowable model perturbation A
such that P, € Pi (via system identification techniques)
wiil effectively minimize the worst case performance too.

5. IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

5.1 Estimation of a set of models

Estimating the set ?; such that 1; in (2) is as small as
possible in step (a), could be achieved by minimizing

sup llJ(P, Cr)ll- (14)
PEP;

subjected to the condition Po € Pi. As such, the iden-
tificaiion problems of step (a) and (c) of probiem 2.1
are similar and differ only in the controller being imple-
mented on the plant P".
According io (8), the set P; is determined by a factor-
ization (l/t, Dr) of a nominal model P; and the weight-
ing functions (i;,W;1. Minimizing (14) using the vari-
ables (N;, Dr,tr,I7;) simulianeously is impracticable.
F\rrthermore, ihe variables should have limited complex-
ity as the complexiiy of Q; in (9) will directly influence
the complexity of the model-based controller being com-
puted (Boyd and Barrat, 1991). Therefore, minimization

Proof: By aigebraic manipulation, see de Callafon and
Van den Hof (1997). tr

4.2 Worst case performance

With lemma 4.2, the performance llJ(P, C)ll* of a con-
troiler C applied to all models P €P; can be evaiuated
by the upper LFT

llMzz + M^L(I - MIL)-L Mrzll* (11)

for all A € iR?l- with llAll* <,yr'. Note that the en-
tries of the transfer function M in (10) are determined
solely by the controller C, the variables used to rep-
resent the set P; in (8) and the weightings U2, Uy of.

the performance specification (7). As a special entry of
M , one carl recognise M11 as the lower LFT Ft(Q, -C),
whereas Mzz eqra)s the (nominal) performance specifi-
cation tlzT(Pi,C)t/i. Evaluation of (lf ) can be done by
employing the structured singular value p (Packard and
Doyle, 1993).
The definition of p(.) depends on an underlying (diag-
onal) structure A (Packard and Doyle, 1993; Zhou el
a/., 1996). Typically, such a structure complies with ihe
size and structure of the transfer function M as used in
f.(M,A). For reasons of clarity, the structure A is re-
stricted to have a diagonal form that consists of iwo un-
structured uncertainty blocks only. The structured sin-
gular value p(-) with respect to such a structure A is
denoted by pA(.). A formal definition and a discussion
of the properties of the structured singular value is be-
yond ihe scope of this paper and one can be referred to
the book by Zhou et al. (1996). The foiiowing result can
be used to eva.iuate (11) for all models within a set of
models.

2 C is used to denote either C; or Ci.y1



of (14) is iackled by estimating the rcl (N;,D;) and
the pair (V r,W,) separately; estimation of a nominal
factorization and estimation of an allowable model per-
turbation. Due to this separation only an upper bound
on (1a) can be minimized. However, (standard) tools to
estimate both a nominal model and an uncertainty can
be used.

5.2 Estimation of a nominal model

Estimation of q nominal model involves the estimation
of. P; - 1tJnp. , subjected to internal siability of the
feedback connection T(Pi,C;), such that (14) is being
minimized. At ihis stage, the variables i; and fu; are
unknown and assumed to vary freely in order to sat-
isfy P" € ?;. Consequently, the set P; is still unknown
and (1a) cannot be computed. However, for any P e P;
llJ(P,Ci)ll- can be evaluated by considering the fol-
lowing upper bound for llJ(P, Cr)ll-,

llJ(P",c,)ll- + llJ(P, c;) - J(P",cr)ll-

As ll-r(P., C;)ll- in (5.2) does not depend on the nomi-
na1 model P;, a rcl (l/r, Dr) of a nominal model can be
found by minimizing

llJ(P,ct) - J(P.,Cr)ll_ (15)

Estimation of a rcf of a nominal model of limited com-
plexity by minimizing (f 5) on the basis of closed loop ex-
periments obtained from the connection T(P",Ci) has
been studied extensively in (de Callafon and Van den
Hof, 1995b) and (Van den Hof et a1.,1995). An approach
to minimize (15) on the basis of ftequency domain data
can be found in de Callafon and Van den Hof (1995a).

5.3 Estimation of allowable model perturbation

The rcf (Nr,Dr) of the nominal model is now fixed io
the estimate obtained above. Estimation of an allowable
model perturbation involves the characterization of an
upper bound on A; in (8) via (Vr,W,.) such that (1a) is
being minimized and Po e P;. For thai purpose) first the
ailowable model perturbation A; in (9) is determined.
Subsequently, stable and stably invertible weightings 7;
and W; can be determined that normalize the upper
bound on A :: 1.r\r!.4t, to liL as indicated. in (S).
Lemma 4.2 connects the upper LFT f-(Mi, A) with
U2T(P,C)U1 lor all P € P;. As mentioned in (13), for
C : C; (the controller currently being implemented on
the plani P,) the upper LFT f(M,Li) reduces to

Mzz * M2yV;L,;W;Mp (16)

With (10) it can be observed thal Mzz, M2yV; ard
fr rMp solely depend on the performance weighi [J2 arrd
[/t, the nominal rcf (N,D) and the contro]ler C; and its
rcl. AIi these variables are fixed and an affine relation in

A; is obtained; minimizing A; frequency wise will effec-
tively minimize (16). The system identification used for
this purpose will be discussed by first considering the
following proposition.

Proposition 5.L Consider C; withrcf. (N.,i,D.,;) and
P; wi.th rcf (I/;, b;1. t"t T(P",Ci) and, T(F;,C;) be

internally stable and define

* ,: (b, + CrNi)-1 lc, tl
z:: (D.,;+P;l/",;)-l If -

then

z : L;a -f D",i(I * P"C;)-rt (18)

where L,; € IRTI* and r, is uncomelated with u.

Proof: Equation (18) and the property c I o can be
verified by algebraic manipulation, see Van den Hof and
Schrama (1995). The property Aa € IRTI- foliows from
the (dual) Youla-Kucera parametrization. D

Proposition 5.1 gives rise to an equivaient open loop
identification problem of the stable dual Youla-Kucera
parameter A; (Lee et o/., L993). However, the duai Youla
parameter is being used here only to construct the set
P; of. (8) such that P" € Pt. An uncertainty estimation
routine such as the procedure described by Hakvoort
(1994) can be used to obtain a frequency dependent up-
per bound for At. Application of this procedure resuits
in a frequency dependent upper bound 6(o)

llAr(r)li < 6(r) with probabiiity > o (ts)

where a is a prechosen probability. In the multivari-
able case, the upper bound (19) can be obtained for
each transfer function. Subsequently, stable and stably
invertible weighting filters 7; and/or fu; can be con-
structed to normalize the upper bound ol V;L;fV; to
711 (Hakvoort, 1994).

6. CONTROLLER DESIGN

To complete the analysis of problem 2.1, the estimated
set P; should be used for control design. In order to
satisfy (3) a controller C;11 can be designed minimizing

sup llJ(P, C)ll- (20)
PEP;

Basically, (20) constitutes a (standard) 7l--norm based
control design, wherein the worst case performance is
being optimized. For that purpose, a p-synthesis via a
so-ca-lled D-K iteration (Zhou et a\.,7996) can be used.
In order to use the available techniques on pr-synthesis,
the transfer function M, in (10) should be represented as
a lower fractional transforraatiot f1(G;,C), where the
controller Q = C;+t to be computed has been extracted

lrl
ili trt (17)



from the expression of M; given in (fO). As a result, G;
will depend on the performance weightings (U2,U1), the
uncertainty weightings (V r,W r), the rcf 1lft, D;; of f,
and the rcf (N"1,D.,;) of. the (previous) controller C;.
An expression of G; can be found in de Callafon and
Van den Hof (1997)"

7. CONCLUSIONS

Unavoidable incomplete knowledge due to finite time
and possibly disturbed observations coming from an un-
known piant, requires the plant to be modelled by a set
of models. An estimated set of models can be used sub-
sequently to design a robust performing controller. To
obtain an improved and robust performing controller a
framework is proposed in which the system identification
of a set of models and the subsequent design of a robust
controller have been merged. Within this framework, the
performance characterization, the structure and identi-
flcation of the set of models and the subsequent robust
controller design is addressed shortly. The set of mod-
els is structured by means of a nominai coprime fac-
torization along with an a.liowable perturbation writ-
ten in terms of a Youla-Kucera parametrization. This
fractional approach enables a unified approach to the
identification of stable and unstable piants on the basis
of closed loop experiments. Furthermore, the structure
and estimation of the set of models is tuned towards the
performance specification being used.
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